


1) Collegium system - The collegium system is the one in

which the chief justice of India and a forum of four senior most

judges of the supreme court recommend appointments &

transfers of judges. There is no mention of the collegium in the

constitution of India.

2) Paradigm shift - A fundamental and important change

in approach/idea.

3) Lip service - To just say something but not actually

do it.

4) Inter-dining - Eating with one another, especially

with people of different states.
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5) Horizontal distribution/devolution – The allocation between

the states of respective shares of earnings.

6) Shibboleth – A custom, principle or belief distinguinshing a

particular class or group of people, especially a long standing

one regarded as no longer important.

7) Communique – An official announcement or statement,

especially one made to the media.

8) Revenue deficit – It is the difference between revenue

expenditure and revenue receipts.
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9) Fiscal deficit - A fiscal deficit occurs when a

government's total expenditures exceed the revenue that it

generates, excluding money from borrowings.

10) Fiscal responsibility - The act of creating, optimizing and

maintaining a balanced budget.

11) Unilateral (adj) - Relating to a method of taking

decisions (on international relations) by a state (country)

individually without considering other states (countries).

12) Quid pro quo - Latin word literally meaning

"something for something"; exchange, trade, payment (a

favour in return for something).

13) Port of call - Intermediate stop (for a ship on journey).
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14) Twilight - Final years or final stage of something

(career/job).

15) Realpolitik - A system of politics or principles based on

practical rather than moral considerations.

16) Patchwork solution - A temporary solution

17) Capital inflow - The amount of money that comes into a

country's economy from other countries within a particular

period of time.

18) Headwinds - (In business) Situations or conditions that

make growth harder/difficult.

19) Tailwinds - (In business) It describes a situation or

condition that will move growth, revenues, or profits higher.

20) Fruit bat - A large flying mammal (with large wings) that

eats fruit and lives in hot countries, it is also called flying fox.
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21) Global flux - Global ups and downs (Anything that

changes drastically)

22) Headline inflation - It is a measure of the total inflation

within an economy, including commodities such as food and

energy prices. (e.g., oil and gas)

23) Rate cuts - A decision by a central bank (RBI) to

reduce its main interest rate to the banks (like SBI, ICICI &

etc.) when these commercial banks get money from the RBI.

Once this rate goes down, the banks are in a position to give

loans at lower interest rates to individuals and the industry.
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24) Energy basket - It is usually consisted of several

commodities. Coal, natural gas, biomass and uranium are

responsible for most nations' electricity generation.

25) Blockade - Barricade, close up, seal off (supply

of essential goods and others of an area).

26) Particulate Matter (pm) – It is a mixture of all solid and

liquid particles suspended in air many of which are hazardous.
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1) In the face of - Despite, notwithstanding, In spite of.

2) Pull strings - Use connections, influence or power to

help someone.

3) Strike a balance - To find a satisfactory compromise

between two extremes.

4) Common ground - A foundation for mutual understanding

5) On the cards - Possible, likely or expected.

6) In the wake of - Aftermath, as a result of, because of.

7) Letter and spirit - Adhering to /obeying with literal

interpretation/wording and the intent/purpose of the law.
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8) In the driver's seat - In a dominating situation/position.

9) Run as a tight ship - Control/Operate an organisation in a

strict & disciplined manner.

10) No holds barred - Without rules or restrictions.

11) Not one's cup of tea - Not something one likes or interested in.

12) Pay the price - Experience the bad/unpleasant result of

something.

13) See eve to eve - Agree, concur, be in agreement.

14) Come a long way - Progress to a developed, higher level.

15) Pay heed to - Pay attention to, take notice of, take into

account.
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16) Dustbin of history - Ash heap of history, figuratively refers

to a place where people are moved down and so lose value in

history.

17) Stand the test of time - Remain/Last (for so many years).

18) It is high time - It is past, the time when something

should have been done/happened.

19) Set alarm bells ringing- Make someone feel worried about

something.

20) Drive something home- Make someone realize / understand,

focus attention on.

21) A head of steam - A condition when an activity (i.e.

Protest) starts to become very active.

22) Let go - Relinquish, release, remove.

23) At odds with - Inconsistent, at variance, contrary.
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24) Pull (someone) up short - To stop someone suddenly from doing

something.

25) Keep in check - Keep under control, restrain, monitor/limit.

26) In the pipeline - On the way, in preparation.

27) Break the ice - To start conversation with someone you don’t

really know (to relieve tension).

28) At once - At the same time, simultaneously.

29) Come one's way- Happen, become available.

30) Come into force- Come to effect(a new law, rule, change, etc.)

31) Case in point - Example, instance , case.

32) To the fore - Predominant, most important, leading position.

33) At the outset - At the beginning.

34) Closer to home - (of a criticism/discourse) relevant or accurate

to the point and so affecting someone deeply and emotionally.
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35) At a crossroad - At a situation when an important

decision ought to be made.

36) Show of hands - A spectacle/display of raised hands by a

group of people (to support an idea).

37) Make the most of - Utilize something to get maximum gain.

38) Bring something full circle- To return something (idea/situation)

to its starting position.

39) Gain ground - Make progress.

40) Tip the balance - Be the deciding factor, make the critical

difference.
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1) Stitch Up - A set up, a trick. If someone stitches you up,

then they're playing you for a fool.

2) Pay Off - Get Results, Payment especially as a bribe.

3) Put Forward - Offer an idea, opinion, reason, etc.

4) Spell Out - Explain, Make Clear.

5) Kick In - Come Into Effect or operation.

6) Roll Out - Launch, Introduce, Initiate.

7) Write Off - Eliminate/Cancel a bad debt from the

account/record, a vehicle that is too badly damaged to be

prepared.

8) Bog Down - Get stuck, Obstruct overburden.

9) Gang Up - Combine.

10) Set Out - Aim, Begin a journey.
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11) Do Away With - Put an end to, Remove, Eliminate.

12) Call On - Pay a visit, demand that do something.

13) Roll Back - Restore, Reduction, Decrease.

14) Fall Apart - Break up, Come apart.

15) Pick Out - Choose or recognize something.

16) Steep In - Expose someone or something.

17) Ward Off - Prevent, Avert.

18) Call Upon - Ask, Request, order.

19) Set Off - Cause, Prompt/Trigger, Begin a journey.

20) Paper Over - Camouflage, Conceal.

21) Run Into - Experience, Encounter, Reach a level.

22) Step Back - Mentally withdraw from a situation in order to

consider it objectively.
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23) Call off - Cancel, abandon.

24) Harp on - Talk or write/complain continuously and

lengthy on a particular subject.

25) Tear up - Destroy, remove.

26) Ratchet up - To increase something by a series of fixed

amount.
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